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Made for Success, Inc. and Blackstone Audio, Inc. Paperback.
Book Condition: New. Paperback. 338 pages. Dimensions: 9.0in. x
6.0in. x 0.8in.When life loses its meaning, when suddenly the
world is turned upside down, when theres nothing left that
resembles life as weve known it, where do we find the strength
and sustenance to go onFor naval aviator Jerry Coffee and
others who were held as prisoners of war in North Vietnam,
there was only one choice: to go within. Beyond Survival is a
journey into the invincible human spirit that unites heart and
mind in a compelling and unforgettable experience. Drawing
from his seven years as a POW, Captain Coffee provides timeless
lessons that apply to the physical, emotional, and ethical
challenges of everyday life. Proving that leadership and
creativity are possible in difficult and uncertain circumstances,
Captain Coffee offers a message we can draw on in any trying
situation. His story demonstrates that conviction must come
from within, and in telling that story he touches the place inside
of us where growth begins. Beyond Survival is a positive
statement about love and commitment in the midst of war and
division. It contrasts the cold reality of war, degradation, and...
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This written book is excellent. It really is rally fascinating throgh studying period. You are going to like the way the
writer write this publication.
-- Ha dley Ullr ich-- Ha dley Ullr ich

Complete information! Its this kind of good study. This really is for all those who statte that there was not a well worth
looking at. I found out this pdf from my dad and i encouraged this ebook to learn.
-- Ca ndida  Deckow III--  Ca ndida  Deckow III
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